
UPDATES IN THIS ISSUE

F14 - The female called Gants Nudet (F14), or One-Eye, continues to roam throughout her
home range since last year. Her home range is slightly smaller than the average size of an
adult female. 

M15 - The male M15, known as The Dude because he is the heaviest male collared to date,
now has a stable home range after some territorial interactions with another male, M18,
also known as Namar (meaning Autumn in Mongolian). They appear to have temporarily
settled the boundaries of their respective ranges in the  Eastern part of the Tost Mountains.  

Namar, dropped his collar as expected - it was programmed to release in mid-May
following our estimate of how long the battery would last. 

The Snow Leopard Trust and Snow Leopard Conservation Foundation Mongolia have collared
and tracked a total of 32 individual snow leopards in the Tost Mountains over a span of ten
years as part of our ongoing long-term research effort into snow leopard ecology and behavior.
Currently, we have two snow leopards that are collared and on air.

 

 
No snow leopard population anywhere in the world has been studied as extensively as that of
Tost Mountains – and yet, these cats continue to hold many secrets. We are eager to collect
M18’s collar. With the aid of cameras and new collars, we'll continue to follow these cats
throughout their lives to better understand the social dynamics of the population.
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Snow leopards in Central Asia 

Royal Bengal tigers in Bhutan

Mountain gorillas in the Virungas

Vanishing Treasures, a United Nations Environment Program, is

focused on conserving three iconic and endangered mountain species

threatened by climate change:

We are partnering to protect snow leopards and other species that
share their mountain habitats, while also supporting local
communities who live alongside them.

We have worked in partnership with the Vanishing Treasures Program

since 2019 to better understand the impacts of climate change on both

biodiversity and local communities, how each might respond to it, and

how it could influence human-wildlife relationships.

 

The primary goal of the project is to generate ecological knowledge

about species distribution and abundance. The PAWS (Population

Assessment of the World’s Snow Leopards) technical advisory committee

of the GSLEP (Global Snow Leopard & Ecosystem Protection) Program,

supported the development of sampling designs and provided

guidance in conducting surveys of the Vanishing Treasures landscapes

in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. We expect the surveys to reveal valuable

information about snow leopard abundance and variation in density,

distribution and abundance of wild prey such as ibex and marmot, and

vegetation composition within the landscape. 

This information will enable governments and civil

society organizations to develop knowledge-based

management plans for snow leopard landscapes.

Since snow leopards have such large home ranges,

conservation of this cat and associated biodiversity can

only be achieved by securing the involvement,

livelihoods, and balanced development of human

communities who share the habitat. It is vital to strike a

balance between economic growth and environmental

sustainability in these mountainous landscapes.

Our teams are collecting socio-economic data from

communities selected for pilot interventions and

implementing surveys to assess threats to biodiversity.

We are committed to developing partnerships with
these communities and co-evolving solutions to
alleviate threats, while also initiating environment-

based adaptation strategies to protect them and their

livelihoods from the impacts of climate change. 

Our work in the Kyrgyz Ala Too Mountains provides a

unique opportunity to bring together research and

survey technological innovations such as drones and

artificial intelligence, engage with local communities

following the PARTNERS Principles for Community-

Based Conservation, and collaborate with government

agencies to deploy conservation models on the ground.

We will share the lessons learned with teams working

towards similar goals in the Tajik landscape, which is

another important aspect of the project. 
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Known as the Earth’s ‘Third Pole’, the high

mountains of Asia where snow leopards live

are particularly vulnerable to climate change.

The impacts threaten human livelihood and

mountain biodiversity. We are working to

better understand how to protect these

vanishing treasures.

VANISHING TREASURES OF KYRGYZSTAN
by Koustubh Sharma

https://snowleopard.org/partners-principles/


We left  Bishkek, the capital city of Kyrgyzstan, around 7 a.m. In some
time, we were driving along the sky-blue waters of the Issik-Kul lake.
The views were amazing. Soon, we left the lake behind and ascended
up the mountains. Barskoon pass was green and covered in forests.
After we hit 4200 meters above sea level, the scenery changed to
alpine tundra. The landscape felt similar to Iceland. Almost black
mountains, covered in snow, little lakes covered in ice. Even the sun
looked cold up there.  

On one of the turns, we saw border patrol soldiers whose car had
broken down. We let them use our satellite phone to call for help. I
thought to myself: If you are alone, you can literally die here. At this part
of the route, we had only met two cars. Our spirits were high because
we helped these guys. Our mood did not last long, however. While
ascending another pass, our car started to overheat. Then our gas
pedal stopped working. Can you imagine going up the mountains on
this narrow off-road path where on one side it’s just a free fall down
the mountain?

Somehow, we made it through the pass, relying on Kuban’s and the
rangers’ memory of the road. I was relieved when we finally arrived at
a little hut with light in the windows. We'd driven for almost 16 hours. 

We started our first official day at 5:30 a.m., watching wildlife and
sipping coffee. It was the most magical morning I have ever
experienced in my life. We spotted a herd of female ibex with their kids
very close to our cabin. The sun was shining on them. They stood and
watched us quietly. Then they ran down the hill to the river with so
much grace, integrity, and beauty. My heart was racing. It was so
beautiful! 
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We managed to collect the first three camera traps that had been
installed during an earlier trip. We could not wait to see images. On
the second camera trap, the last images taken earlier that morning
were of a snow leopard! Its face was covered in fresh blood
presumably from a successful hunt. It was an amazing feeling
knowing a snow leopard had walked there just a few hours before.

We were in and out of storms on horseback after that. I was
thinking Wow! These mountains are harsh! I cannot even imagine
what it’s like during winter. Beautiful but also scary environment.
You feel powerless and so small.

The next morning, everything was covered in snow. We took
binoculars and cameras and went looking for our horses. They like
to roam around during the night, so you have to look for them in
the morning.
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MY FIRST TRIP TO THE FIELD
By Benazir Kabaeva

Photo: Kubanychbek Jumabai Uulu

Top left photo: Teams hiked up to 40 different locations to collect cameras 
Top right photo: Picturesque Sarychat Ertash Reserve is well-protected snow leopard habitat
Bottom right photo: Female Ibex and kids near cabin

Photo: Kubanychbek Jumabai Uulu



We had to pick up two more
camera traps across the river and
up the mountain. It was extremely
hard to hike but the views were
spectacular. Kuban pointed out
snow leopard scrapes, poop, pee
marks. I honestly could not see
the scrapes at first. Kuban is like
an eagle, spotting wildlife and its
signs so fast. 

I was amazed by everything! On
the way back we took a different
route. Riding our horses, we
wiggled around huge rocks,
turning left, turning right, up and
down, we could not see anything
beyond them. I thought to myself
maybe dragons live here. It was a
perfect place to shoot something
like Lord of the Rings or Game of
Thrones.

Of course, such expeditions are
not perfect. Unfortunately, some
of the camera traps were lost
either to animals dragging them
away or poachers. This is always
disappointing because you lose
important data and so much
effort goes to waste, or you
suspect illegal hunting might have
taken place.

The next morning, we packed all
the camera traps, our tents,
sleeping bags and headed out -
taking a leap of faith in our car.
Once again, we had major issues
with the gas pedal, but
fortunately we made it back to
Bishkek. 

I used to think I only liked
mountains covered in greenery.
But the high mountains have their
own charm. 

One might sometimes see
nothing more than barren brown
mountains but I was mesmerized
by the wildlife and landscape. I
acquired so much respect for the
mountains of this area, called
Sarychat, because they have
their own character, though it’s
not always an easy one.

This was truly a lifechanging
experience. I have a different
level of appreciation for the work
of rangers and our field staff. I
knew it would be tough but
experiencing it firsthand opened
my mind. Rangers and
researchers face many dangers
like crossing rivers when water is
high, avalanches in winter,
rockfalls, strong winds and
snowfall in just one day, or
meeting armed poachers. It is a
lot of hard work and effort. Yet,
despite all these challenges, they
continue working for wildlife
conservation. 

I wish all people could
experience this at least once in
their lifetime. Seeing wildlife so
close and getting a small taste of
the rangers’ life, I felt so honored
for being part of snow leopard
conservation. I am proud of
working alongside strong and
dedicated people. I felt a sort of
reassurance about our work, like
I was on the right path. We need
to protect these landscapes
because there is so much beauty
and life in these mountains. I will
never forget this expedition and
will always cherish these
memories.  

“As a result of our studies, we
know that Sarychat Reserve

has a high density of snow
leopards and is a critical area

for their conservation." 
Kuban Jumabay uluu, 

Director of the Snow Leopard
Trust’s Kyrgyzstan Program.

MY FIRST TRIP TO THE FIELD
continued

Top photo: Team in the Eshek-Art cabin with local rangers before going out to collect cameras 
Bottom photo: Kyrgyz sunset

Photo: G Jun
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quantify identification errors in Amur tigers, Amur leopards,

Snow leopards, and  Eurasian lynx

examine how experience and training can help reduce errors

model how survey design can help minimize error frequency 

assess how errors have influenced population estimates of

critical species

Last year our scientists found that 1 in 8 photo captures are

misclassified in snow leopard camera trapping, resulting in

systematically inflated population abundance estimates. 

We are now attempting to quantify these errors, assess if error

rates differ between species, and to find ways to limit impacts on

population estimation. 

We have initiated a study using camera trap images of known

individual cats located in zoos with the aim to:

We want to extend our gratitude to the many zoos who have

responded to the research project request.  We have 128 cats

from 42 zoos in the study at this time.  We are thankful to zoos

for helping us reach our target research numbers for Snow

leopards, Amur tigers and Amur leopards.  

We are still seeking zoos with Eurasian lynx where
the cats can be separated from one another.  
Please contact orjan@snowleopard.org if you have
Eurasian lynx and would like to participate. 

This work is urgent to improve the quality of population

estimation in these species and ultimately, inform how we

target our conservation efforts.  We can't thank you enough. 

"There was an overwhelming response to our request for zoo assistance in helping us
improve the identification of felids in camera trapping. This work will be of great value
for conservation efforts globally. Thank you to everyone for your willingness to jump in

to help us address critical research.  This is a perfect example of how the 
zoo community can help conservation work in field."

~ Dr. Örjan Johansson, Snow Leopard Trust

 

42 Zoos participating
from Europe, Australia
and North America. 

128 cats (59 Snow
leopard, 24 Amur
leopard, 32 Amur
tiger, 13 Eurasian
lynx)

More Eurasian lynx
still needed for the
study

COUNTING GHOSTS - PHOTO ID STUDY UPDATE
Camera-trapping known Cat Species in Zoos to Improve Wild Population Estimation

SLCF Mongolia/SLT
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Children enjoying the rich pastures in the Indian Himalayas of

Ladakh and Spiti, watching birds fly as the cool breeze blows,

playing nature-based games to understand concepts like the

web of life and natural resources, or listening  to  traditional

folklore about wildlife and nature– these are the typical scenes

during our annual experiential nature camps held in snow

leopard habitats of India. 

The COVID-19 pandemic left an uncertain cloud over such a

beautiful way of learning as there were restrictions on

gatherings and traveling, and schools were closed indefinitely.

Much later, when schools restarted through online platforms,

our team adapted quickly and created a nature education

module to be carried out remotely.   

We developed activities that could be implemented over online

platforms on smartphones. It was challenging because most of

the children we engage with are from remote areas and

generally lack internet connection. Most of them share one

phone among their family members, which may not even be a

smartphone.

How could we adapt and engage? 
After consulting with teacher coordinators from schools

registered with our Himalayan Nature Club programs, we

decided to target the schools in and around the capital town of

Leh in Ladakh. We provided five online activities over a period

of three months.  More than 200 children participated,

observing nature, recording what they observed, and then

submitting their findings to us with photographs and stories. 

"...the village life still retained the essence of peaceful nature. 
If we continue to destroy nature in this way, then there would be a day when planet earth will be

wearing a mask and our future generations will be blaming us for making our green and blue
earth into a colourless globe. Truly nature is bliss and the sooner we realize, the better it is!

 
~ excerpt from Sana Fatima, 12 years old, 

    Moravian Mission School (essay shown to the right)

NATURE EDUCATION IN LADAKH DURING THE PANDEMIC
 By Abhijit Dutta

NCF-India/SLT NCF-India/SLT 



At the same time, some of these children were moving to villages
due to school closure, and we wanted to reach out to them in these
remote areas as well. However, in these regions, most children are
devoid of both smartphones and internet connections. So we 
 collaborated with youth groups in Ladakh,  the Youth Association
of Gya-Miru (YAGM) and Students Association for Village Education
(SAVE) to reach remote regions. We started by sharing one activity
with YAGM and SAVE, and they travelled to fourteen extremely
remote villages, conducting nature activities with more than a total
of 61 additional students. 

The Activities:
Bird Observation Activity: Children were asked to closely observe
and sketch the beaks of birds, then determine from their learning
what the bird might be feeding upon. For this activity, the children
were provided a week’s time to submit their views.

Alveena Fatima, from Moravian mission school, wrote about
observing a bird with a short, stout, cone-shaped beak, which she
determined was most likely used to crack open seeds and nuts.
Another student, Stanzin Idgha, observed a bird while she was on
her way to her grandfather’s farm, one while at the farm, one on
the roof of the cowshed and one near a stream. 

Many other similar activities were offered, including those related
to plant leaves, insects in and around the house, using maps to
locate wonders of the landscape and a story-writing exercise.
Although these activities were completed by the children
independently, we facilitated a community learning experience for
them by compiling all their responses in a document and
distributing it to all participating children. We were even able to
record a few interesting observations as voice messages and share
with the group, along with why the activity was provided and what
they could learn.

The children participated passionately in all the activities and their
responses left us in wonder about the curious minds of the young
generation. Their kind hearts and inquisitive natures inspire us not
to get overly entangled in the complexities of our daily schedules,
and to continue to engage with the natural world. It's a powerful
reminder to keep our curiosity and creativity alive. The children, in
the end, have much to teach us too. 
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NATURE EDUCATION IN LADAKH
DURING THE PANDEMIC
continued

 "Our hope for snow leopards lie
with the children. 

If they love the snow leopard, they
will fight for it. Through this

programme we hope to strengthen
these relationships with the natural

world. This is perhaps even more
important this year when our

interactions with nature and each
other have been limited." 

Top photo: Journal entry of beak observation activity
Bottom photo: Student examples from insect identification exercise
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Though Mongolia is considered a stronghold of the Pallas’s cat

(also called manul), its occurrence in Mongolia’s largest nature

reserve, the Gobi Gurvansaikhan National Park, has been

uncertain. Although some sources mentioned its presence, this

area of more than 10,000 square miles was not included in

IUCN’s most recent assessment of the species. This elusive cat

shares the habitat with the snow leopard. It is understudied

and very shy, making it especially difficult to study. 

 

Despite its rising star across social media - loved for its thick fur

and perpetually grumpy mug - we still know very little about

the abundance, distribution, or population trends of the

Pallas’s cat. Information on its population is incomplete,

making it difficult to implement impactful conservation efforts

or assess the effects of potential threats to the species.

To address this disparity and focus conservation efforts on this

small cousin of the snow leopard, the Snow Leopard Trust

formed the Pallas’s Cat International Conservation Alliance a

few years ago together with the Nordens Ark Zoo and the

Royal Zoological Society of Scotland.

A newly published study by our team, led by Mongolian

researcher Otgontamir Chimed, employed interview-based

surveys of herders and other long-term inhabitants of Gobi

Gurvansaikhan National Park to better understand the

Pallas’s cat’s occurrence. Her research took place across the

southeastern portion of the national park. She interviewed

130 local people, of whom 86% were herders. Participants

were asked to recollect sightings of the Pallas’s cat in years

prior to the Park’s formation (1993) and in more recent years

to help gauge the occurrence and historical population

trends for the species. The data were analysed using

occupancy-based statistical models.

The Pallas’s cat shares remote, mountainous habitat in Central Asia with its bigger “cousin,” the
snow leopard. Like the snow leopard, very little is known about this small wild cat. 

Scientists from across the range have come together in an international effort to study the
Pallas’s cat conservation status. In Mongolia’s South Gobi we have also worked to increase

awareness of the species among local people.

PALLAS'S CATS OF THE GOBI DESERT
Indications of Shrinking Populations over the Last Few Decades

https://link.springer.com/epdf/10.1007/s42991-021-00132-3?sharing_token=nrWE4TB55RhHvEt_D3bZ6Pe4RwlQNchNByi7wbcMAY4jazTfxYYg4VMLKTlWzRCRnFRe09PrbA7BhroexkoCAqt4249NWVuSm2AowCnwLokR5ajsVH5ynZ-LkPN5EyFpoLSxkP-ReYUighommDOtldIfYX1PsrvriDSnZIAoMrE%3D
https://link.springer.com/epdf/10.1007/s42991-021-00132-3?sharing_token=nrWE4TB55RhHvEt_D3bZ6Pe4RwlQNchNByi7wbcMAY4jazTfxYYg4VMLKTlWzRCRnFRe09PrbA7BhroexkoCAqt4249NWVuSm2AowCnwLokR5ajsVH5ynZ-LkPN5EyFpoLSxkP-ReYUighommDOtldIfYX1PsrvriDSnZIAoMrE%3D


The research confirmed the cat’s presence in the Gobi
Gurvansaikhan National Park. The interviews suggested that
compared to the period before 1993, the present distributional
range of the Pallas’s cat in the park may have shrunk by 15%. 
Our researchers found that observations of the Pallas’s cat
occurred primarily in areas with rugged terrain, shedding some
light on why the Pallas’s cat was able to avoid detection by
researchers for so long. 
 
Although not without shortcomings, this type of interview-based
data collection employing local knowledge is very important for
conservation efforts, and can be especially useful when there is a
dearth of previous or historical data for a species. Local knowledge
also has the benefit of being a relatively reliable and efficient
source of information, and can be especially invaluable when
complemented with camera traps and other research techniques.
 
At this stage, it’s difficult to say why the Pallas’s cats distributional
range might be on the decline. The area has witnessed increasing
grazing by livestock and also rodent poisoning in the past, which
could have played a role. 
 
Otgontamir’s results are an important milestone for understanding
the current and historical distribution of the Pallas’s cat in
southern Mongolia, and will inform the conservation efforts
employed in the Gobi Gurvansaikhan National Park.
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PALLAS'S CATS OF THE GOBI DESERT
continued

"We discovered a larger range for
the Pallas’s cat than previously

assumed, but our findings
indicate that its (previously

undocumented) population has
shrunk in recent decades."

Dr. Gustaf Samelius, 
Assistant Director for Science, 

Snow Leopard Trust

Top photo:  Monal (Lophophorus impejanus)
Bottom photo: Otgontamir (Tamir) interviewing herders in the Gobi
Gurvansaikhan National Park

We thank the Pallas’s Cat International Conservation Alliance (PICA)
for financial support and associated partners from the Royal
Zoological Society of Scotland and Nordens Ark (Sweden), the Gobi
Gurvansaikhan National Park staff for logistical support, and the 130
participants from the Gobi Gurvansaikhan region who selflessly
shared  their knowledge.
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Akron Zoological Park
Assiniboine Park Zoo
Association Zoologique d'Assoon
Banham Zoo
Billabong Zoo
Binder Park Zoo
Binghamton Zoo at Ross park
Bramble Park Zoo
Buffalo Zoo
Calgary Zoo
Cape May County Zoo
Carolina Tiger Rescue
Catoctin Wildlife Preserve
Como Park Zoo & Conservatory
Der Grune Zoo Wuppertal
Dudley Zoological Gardens
Great Plains Zoo
Houston Zoo
John Ball Zoo
Jungle Cat World
Kansas City Zoo
Knoxville Zoo
Lakeland Wildlife Oasis
Lake Superior Zoological Society
Lee Richardson Zoo
Louisville Zoological Garden

Memphis Zoo
Mesker park Zoo & Botanic Garden
Midnight Sun AAZK Chapter
Mill Mountain Zoo
Miller Park Zoo
Milwaukee County Zoo
National Zoo & Aquarium Conservation Team
Northeastern Wisconsin Zoo - Green Bay AAZK
Oakland Zoo
Oglebay Good Zoo
Orsa Rovdjurpark
Paradise Wildlife Park & Zoological Society of
Hertfordshire
Parc Zoo du Reynou
Parco Faunistico Le Cornelle
Parco Natura Viva s.r.l. Garda Zoological Park - ARCA
Foundation 
Philadelphia Zoo
Philadelphia Zoo AAZK Chapter
Phoenix Zoo
Pittsburgh Zoo
Plock Zoo
Potawatomi Zoo
Potter Park Zoological Society
Pueblo Zoo
Punta Verde in Situ onlus

Roanoke Valley AAZK Chapter
Roger Williams Park Zoo
Rolling Hills Zoo
Roosevelt Park Zoo - Minot Zoo Crew
Rosamond Gifford Zoo AAZK Chapter
Sacramento Zoo
Safari de Peaugres
Santa Barbara Zoo
Scovill Zoo AAZK Chapter
SECAS - Menagerie du Jardin Des Plantes
Sequoia Park Zoo
Service Systems and Associates
Stone Zoo
Toledo Zoo
Toronto Zoo
Welsh Mountain Zoo
Wildlife World Zoo AAZK Chapter
Zoo Boise
Zoo de Granby
Zoo de la Boissiere du Dore & Natur' Zoo de
Mervent
Zoo Liberec
ZooLIfe
ZooParc de Tregomeur
Zoo Wroclaw

ZOOS PARTNERING IN SNOW LEOPARD CONSERVATION OVER THE LAST 3 YEARS

Annual Contribution $3000+

ZOO PARTNERS
We are extremely grateful to our 2018-2020 Partners! Thank you!


